
Our Pink Unite Series – An eminently drinkable pale with hints of raspberry,plum, kiwi or blueberry, 
depending on what is in season!  Just a hint of the fruit in the aroma and finish! 

ABV 4.1   IBU 18    $145.00 15.5 gal / $65.00 5.16 
 

The Chetco Effect – A bright summer ale dry hopped with Sorachi Ace to give it a crisp, lemony finish. 
ABV 5.0   IBU 32 $150.00 15.5 gal / $70.00 5.16 gal 

 
Chetco Logger Pale Ale  – Pale Ale, sweet, lightly malted with a small percentage of Maris Otter grain. 

ABV 5.2   IBU 22 $145.00 15.5 gal / $65.00 5.16 gal  
 

Anastacia’s Amber – Rich with caramel and hints of sun toasted grain, a generous hopping with 
Willamettes impart a surprising and citrus finish. 

ABV 5.6   IBU 49  $155.00 15.5 gal / $72.00 5.16 gal 
 

Rotating Wheat Beer– This is where our brewer likes to spread his creative wings!  We will be offering 
a Wheat beer regularly, it just may change a little every now and then!  Ask about today's selection.  

ABV 5.4-6.4  IBU 8-12   Price varies 
    

 
Chloe Brown Ale – Roasted malt and chocolate pop in both flavor and aroma. Leaning towards an 
English style Brown, Chloe is a bit on the dry side with a rich, nutty character.  Low hop aroma and 

negligible bitterness.          ABV 5.6  IBU  22  $167.00 15.5 gal / $76.00 
 

Raymond's Fathead Red - Robust double IPA, deeply copper-red, heavy bodied with lush caramel 
overtones.  All that malt is balanced with a big hop finish. 
ABV 8.8 IBU 88 $177.00 15.5 gal / $86.00 5.16 gal 

 
Save For Ted Robust Porter –This full bodied Porter has soft caramel undertones, creamy head and a 

smooth finish.               ABV 6.1 IBU 28 $175.00 15.5 gal / $85.00 5.16 gal  
 

Evacuation Ale – What do you do if your brewery is being evacuated due to a forest fire? You make 
Evacuation Ale of course! With the ash falling around us, still sipping the morning coffee, it clicked. 
Smoked, Coffee, Porter. Pure delight amongst the panic. Just a little caffeine to settle the nerves. 

Smooth, complex, and interesting enough to take your mind off of your impending doom. 
ABV 6.2 IBU28  $178.00 15.5 gal / $82.00 5.16 gal

 
Imperial Coconut Porter - Brewing with 60 organic lbs of coconut is not pretty, my friends.  But it sure 

is delicious!  Rich and weighty, but not too sweet.  It’s just right! 
ABV 7.9 IBU 15 $190.00 15.5 gal / $89.00 5.16 gal 

 
Black Thunder Coffee Stout - Brewed with locally roasted coffee from Signature Roasters, this full 

bodied stout offers subtle chocolatey notes and hints of toast with a crisp coffee finish. In other words 
- it's freaking great!"              ABV 7.0 IBU 28            $177.00 15.5 gal / $86.00 5.16 gal 

 
Block and Tackle Stout - Rich & robust enough to warm you on a fog shrouded boat or windy bluff, this 
blend of black and caramel malts is what it means to be a stout.   Winner of the World Beer Cup Silver 

Medal in the American Imperial Stout Category 2014 
ABV: 8.4 IBU: 52 $195.00 15.5 gal / $92.00 5.16 gal  



 

Hop Duster Session IPA – Light and refreshing, the perfect beer for diehard Hopheads on a blazing 
summer’s day.  Chinooks and CTZ’s steal the hop show in this beer. 

ABV 4.8 IBU 52  $153.00 15.5 gal / $72.00 5.16 gal  
 
Re-leaf Session IPA – Delightful blend of Summit, Cascade and Zeus hops.  Might just be all things to all 
IPA fans.  But then again, we're a wee bit partial.  A little avante garde dry hopping with Magnum leaf, 

gives it a surprisingly bold, strong finish, despite the low 4.3 ABV 
ABV 4.3    IBU 52    $160.00 15.5 gal/ $75.00 5.16 gal  

 
Lilly Brew IPA – Single hop IPA using all Centennials.  It’s our IPA with training wheels. 

ABV 6.2    IBU 68    $163.00 15.5 gal / $77.00 5.16 gal  
 
Summer Salmon  – Another single hop IPA, this golden hued ale is infused with grapefruit and pine, all 

from Chinook hops.            ABV 6.2    IBU 71             $163.00 15.5 gal/ $77.00 5.16 gal  
 

MikeRoe Brew IPA – It's an IPA for the working folk - nothing exotic here, a judicious hopping with 
Columbus, Chinooks and Magnums gives this anytime IPA herbal and citrus aromas and a light spice 

note. Earthy. Comfortable. A dependable beer. Proving you don't have to be fancy to be great. Just like 
the man himself.        ABV 6.5    IBU 66         $163.00 15.5 gal/ $77.00 5.16 gal  

        
Elmorado IPA  – A heartfelt tribute to a Brookings icon, the Academy award-winning film editor, Elmo 

Williams.  It is a delicious blend of El Dorado, Mosaic and Chinook hops- fruity, tangy and rich. 
ABV 6.5    IBU 66    $164.00 15.5 gal/ $74.00 5.16 gal  

 
Thunder Rock IIPA – Full flavored, palate filling Imperial IPA with notes of citrus, pine and tropical fruit. 

ABV 8.0    IBU 100        $175.00 15.5 gal / $85.00 5.16 gal   
 
 

Kodiak Pilsner – A nice, classic german pilsner flavor.  Smooth and somewhat malty.  Fairly light, good 
for summer. Our first pilsner. 

ABV 5.0   IBU 12   $164.00 15.5 gal / $74.00 5.16 gal  
 


